Dalmatians
Dalmatians, Sweepstakes (Puppy 6-9) Dogs
11  poetic N Bearded Oaks High Society. NP39405302

25  Choco Chip Against The Wind. NP39157708

Dalmatians, Sweepstakes (Puppy 9-12) Dogs
15  South St N Whirlwinds Eye It, Try It, Buy It. NP38408101

17  JLS Everbody Loves Bacon. NP38515407

19  Summit's Park'Er Right Here. NP38519409

23  JLS Antonio Doviggy My Pal. NP38515401
     10/16/2014 Breeder: Julia Soukup. Sire: SanJude's Lonesome Dove Of Pal Dam: CH JLS Freckled Fig Bar None. Owner:Julia Soukup.

Dalmatians, Sweepstakes (Puppy 12-15) Dogs
59  Insignia IndyGeaux's Blu Bayou of Saratoga. NP38000602

Dalmatians, Sweepstakes (Puppy 15-18) Dogs
21  Paisleypella A Boy and His Dog. NP39288201

33  Cranbrook hometown boy. NP38616001

Dalmatians, Sweepstakes (Puppy 6-9) Bitches
12  HatTrick Choco Chip California Dreamin’. NP39157703

Dalmatians, Sweepstakes (Puppy 9-12) Bitches
6  Imagine Celtic Where The Wild Things Are. NP38501701

10  SUMMIT AND DAL'S ALLEY LET'ER RIPPA. NP38519403

16  JLS Miss Fabiola Doviggy. NP38515405
     10/16/2014 Breeder: Julia Soukup. Sire: SanJude's Lonesome Dove Of Pal Dam: CH JLS Freckled Fig Bar None. Owner:Julia Soukup.

20  Summit's Made In The Shade. NP38519407

Dalmatians, Sweepstakes (Puppy 12-15) Bitches
22  Paisley Marvelous Mira. NP37843003

30  Paisley Bringin' Down The House At Richmark. NP38062401
Dalmatians, Sweepstakes (Puppy 15-18) Bitches

**24** 1  
Paisleypella U Had Me at Hello. NP39288202  
Owner:Patti Pella.

**48** AB  
Ch. Dalmino's Counting Stars in Polaris. NP37295002  

Dalmatians, Sweepstakes (Veterans 7-10 yrs) Dogs

**37** 1/BISS  
GCH HiSpot's Simply Sublime, CGC. NP11207102  
Owner:Becky and Regina Goodwin and Angie Henderson.

Dalmatians, Puppy (6-9 mos) Dogs

**11** 1/W/BW  
poetic N Bearded Oaks High Society. NP39405302  

Dalmatians, Puppy (9-12 mos) Dogs

**15** 1  
South St N Whirlwinds Eye It, Try It, Buy It. NP38408101  

**19** 2  
Summit's Park'Er Right Here. NP38519409  

Dalmatians, 12-18 mos Dogs

**21** 1  
Paisleypella A Boy and His Dog. NP39288201  
Owner:Patti Pella.

Dalmatians, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs

**23** 2  
JLS Antonio Doviggy My Pal. NP38515401  
10/16/2014 Breeder: Julia Soukup. Sire: SanJude's Lonesome Dove of Pal Dam: CH JLS Freckled Fig Bar None.  
Owner:Julia Soukup.

**25** 1/R  
Choco Chip Against The Wind. NP39157708  

Dalmatians, American Bred Dogs

**27** 1  
JLS Everbody Loves Bacon. NP38514507  

Dalmatians, Open Black Spotted Dogs

**29** 2  
Sparkledal N artista's perfect partner*. NP323236801  
Owner:Katherine Szomoru & Pamela Weisman.Agent: Dave Slattum

**33** 1  
Cranbrooke hometown boy. NP38616001  

Dalmatians, Puppy (6-9 mos) Bitches

**12** 1  
HatTrick Choco Chip California Dreamm*. NP39157703  

Dalmatians, Puppy (9-12 mos) Bitches

**14** 2  
Imagine Celtic Where The Wild Things Are. NP38501701  

**16** AB  
JLS Miss Fabiola Doviggy. NP38515405  
10/16/2014 Breeder: Julia Soukup. Sire: SanJude's Lonesome Dove Of Pal Dam: CH JLS Freckled Fig Bar None. Owner:Julia Soukup.
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18 1 SUMMIT AND DAL'S ALLEY LET'ER RIPPA. NP38519403

20 3 Summit's Made In The Shade. NP38519407

Dalmatians, 12-18 mos Bitches

22 2 Paisley Marvelous Mira. NP37843003

24 1 PaisleyPELLA U Had Me at Hello. NP39288202

Dalmatians, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches

26 2 HatTrick's The Alchemist. NP32220601

28 1/W Choco Chip Gone With The Wind. NP35739501

30 AB Paisley Bringin' Down The House At Richmark. NP38062401

Dalmatians, Open Black Spotted Bitches

32 2 Rose'N Dal's Dakota Queen of Dymond. NP29350901

34 3 HOT ROD ZIVA READY TO RUN. NP32650001
9/18/2012 Breeder: DONNA MITCHELL. Sire: GCH SNOWOOD HOT ROD HENRY Dam: CH CENTURION ANTICIPATION HOTROD TRIXIE. Owner: MARY ZEIS.

36 1/R Paisley's Talk To Me Abby. NP35692204

Dalmatians, Veteran (7-10 years) Dogs

37 1 GCH HiSpot's Simply Sublime, CGC. NP11207102

Dalmatians, Veteran (10+ years) Dogs

39 1/AOM Ch. FOLKLORE'S SPARKLING STAR. NP09609301

Dalmatians, Veteran (7-10 years) Bitches

38 AB GCH ROYALTY'S SPLASH OF TAYLOR. NP16764804

40 1/SEL CH FYREHOUSE FRECKLED FILLY. NP18957804

Dalmatians, Best of Breed

41 SEL GCH Spothaven wake up the echoes. NP25992901

42 GCH Centurion Anticipation HotRod Trixie. NP26566302
43  BB    Dreamworks All Spark. NP30244103 

44  CH Summit And Polaris Leading Lady CGC RA. NP26903602 

45  CH Polaris Master of Space and Time. NP31835301 

46  OS    Ch Choco Chip Hometown Hero. NP32403805 

47  GCH Juju's Busy Being Fabulous. NP32640001 

48  AB  Ch. Dalmino's Counting Stars in Polaris. NP37295002 

49  GCH Sterling Watching Me Watching You. NP32703601 

51  Trailspotter N Summit Joker's Wild. NP34181801 

53  TRAILSPOTTER N SUMMIT'S BIG SLICK. NP34181803 
3/22/2013 Breeder: REBECCA SHALLANBERGER & REBECCA MONTGOMERY. Sire: CH CIMARRON OVERLAND EXPRESS Dam: CH FYREHOUSE FRECKLED FILLY. Owner:CAREY MORESCHINI & GREG MORESCHINI R MONTGOMERY AND R SHALLANBERGER.

55  Onsengeltje N Splash Unearthed. NP34735601 

57  HiSpot's Drum Roll Please. NP35909001 

59  Insignia IndyGeaux's Blu Bayou of Saratoga. NP38000602 

Dalmatians, Brood Bitch Bitches

44  1  CH Summit And Polaris Leading Lady CGC RA. NP26903602 

Junior Showmanship

Jr (Novice Intermediate)

43  BB    Dreamworks All Spark. NP30244103 

Jr (Novice Senior)

43  OS    Ch Choco Chip Hometown Hero. NP32403805 

Jr (Open Intermediate)

43  AB  Ch. Dalmino's Counting Stars in Polaris. NP37295002 

44  GCH Sterling Watching Me Watching You. NP32703601 

51  Trailspotter N Summit Joker's Wild. NP34181801 

53  TRAILSPOTTER N SUMMIT'S BIG SLICK. NP34181803 
3/22/2013 Breeder: REBECCA SHALLANBERGER & REBECCA MONTGOMERY. Sire: CH CIMARRON OVERLAND EXPRESS Dam: CH FYREHOUSE FRECKLED FILLY. Owner:CAREY MORESCHINI & GREG MORESCHINI R MONTGOMERY AND R SHALLANBERGER.

55  Onsengeltje N Splash Unearthed. NP34735601 

57  HiSpot's Drum Roll Please. NP35909001 

59  Insignia IndyGeaux's Blu Bayou of Saratoga. NP38000602 

Dalmatians, Brood Bitch Bitches

44  1  CH Summit And Polaris Leading Lady CGC RA. NP26903602 